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Call Us Today
03704 464 233

Mattresses & Cushions
for Motorboats & Yachts
Mattresses

Upholstery

Deck Cushions

Any Shape, Any Size
Nationwide Coverage - All Areas Serviced

www.ShipShapeBedding.co.uk
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Why Choose Ship Shape M
Our mattresses are designed to give you home comfort in a marine environment,
ensuring you get the luxurious comfort you want with the practical detailing you
need for use afloat.
Bespoke and handmade in the UK, you can be sure they are made to a precise fit
and finished to the highest quality. Choose from a variety of comforts,
constructions, supports, fabrics, options such as piping, tufting, handles and a
choice of angled sides, splits, joins and hinges for a mattress that is perfect for
you and your boat.
Once your mattress is complete, our delivery teams will deliver direct to your
marina, home or office, making the whole process hassle-free from start to
finish.
Just a few of the customizations that go into a Ship Shape Mattress:
Tufting, Piping
& Side Handles

Removable &
washable
covers*

Non-slip
breathable
base*
Foam
encapsulation
ensures a precise fit,
allows tapered sides and
stops chafing against the hull

Side breather
vents

Marinised rodding of pocket
springs allows for non-standard

2

Butterfly springs add
important strength and
shapes and strengthens sides*
stability for longer life
2
* Important features that are rarely found in competitors.
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Mattresses?
Split Mattress? What to look for:
The majority of boats require a split mattress
to fit through the companionway and to allow
easy access to the lockers below the bed. This
doesn’t mean it has to be uncomfortable,
lumpy or have gaps! Here’s what to look out
for when buying a split mattress.

Ship Shape
Hand Made Mattresses

No Central Piping/Binding

Ability to Tailor the Finish
to a Precise Fit!

No uncomfortable ridges!

Precise Tailored Fitting
Ensuring no gaps for shoulders to fall into
and accurate corners

Removable Covers
Removable for washing, keeping your
mattress looking as good as new!

Other Manufacturer’s Mattresses. What to be aware of:
Look at the join and ask yourself if you could sleep on it?!

Machine Finished Mattress
don’t give tight internal bends

Double Binding
right where you sleep!

Machine Made Mattress
= Poor Precision

Machine Made Mattresses:
What to look out for to avoid
uncomfortable, restless nights
and badly fitted mattress.
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Mattress Myths & Facts
Buying a mattress is a big decision, and with the wide ranges available today and
conflicting advice, it’s hard to know what to buy.
To help you make an informed decision, we’ve explained some common
misconceptions.

Myth: Templating is hard! I need a professional to do it.
Fact: Our tried and tested method is not only straight forward and easy but it
gives the most accurate results. See page 23 for our foolproof step by step guide.

Myth: I suffer from back pain so I need a firm mattress.
Fact: A common misconception! A firm bed BASE keeps your mattress from sagging
in the middle which in turn causes your spine to sag. However, a too firm mattress
also prevents your hips and shoulders from sinking in when you sleep on your side
and doesn’t allow your spine to be properly
supported in the correct alignment. Getting
the correct firmness for your body shape
will allow your spine to be correctly
aligned whilst you sleep.

Myth: Split mattresses need to be joined together.
Fact: Only if they are a bad fit! Zips joining mattresses
are lumpy, uncomfortable and prone to breaking when
kneeling on only one side. At Ship Shape, your mattress
will be made to a precise fit with no gap for your
shoulders to fall into, no zips digging into your side and
no central piping! See page 3 for more info.

Myth: My mattress is a very odd shape with angled sides. You won’t be able
to make it or it’ll be too expensive.
Fact: All of our mattresses can be made to ANY shape and size. We specialise
in marine mattresses which angle against the hull, have varying angles,
intersecting hauser pipes, etc. As they are hand-made they can be made to a
high degree of precision. Our pricing is based on the size of your bed, not the
complexity
and is equivalent to a domestic mattress.
4
4
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How to Choose a Marine Mattress
Step 1: Sprung Core vs Foam Core
What's the difference between a sprung mattress and a foam mattress, and which
is right for YOU?
We offer a range of different mattresses, at various prices and comfort levels. but
the first step is deciding if a Sprung Core or Foam Core better meets your needs.

Sprung Core Mattresses Foam Core Mattresses
Pocket Spring Centre
Benefits:

VS

Reflex Foam Centre
Benefits:

��Individually Responsive Springs

��Light Weight

��Domestic Style Mattress

��Low Profile

��Eliminates ‘Roll Together’

��Flexible

��Equally Supports Partners of

��No need to be split! Can fit

Different Weights and Shapes
See the Sprung Range on pages 6 to 9

through tight access as one piece
See the Foam Range on pages 10 to 13

We also make Mattress Toppers! See page 16 for our topper range.

Step 2: Which Model?
We have mattresses to suit all boats and budgets. See the full details of each
model across pages 6 to 13.

Step 3: Custom Upgrades
Customize your mattress to your requirements with our options and upgrades. See
page 14 to read about the options available.
Unsure which is best for you? Please speak to our knowledgeable advisors for no
obligation advice and information. You can call us today on 03704 464 233 or
email us at info@ShipShapeBedding.co.uk
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Air-Flow Marine+® Mattre
Air-Flow Memory Foam*
& Pocket Sprung Combination
�

Ultimate Comfort & Orthopaedic
Support

�

Patent Pending Breather
Channels Eliminate
Hot, Sweaty Nights

�

Combination of Memory Foam*
Comfort & Pocket Sprung Support
*Also available in Reflex Foam if you prefer

Memory foam mattresses at home are great to sleep
on. However on a Yacht or Motor Boat normal memory
foam mattresses just don’t work. This is because the
bed construction does not allow sufficient air to
circulate and escape vertically down; as on a domestic
bed. The result is hot sweaty nights.
The Air-Flow Marine+ combats these issues with our specially designed
construction giving you the comfort and support of memory foam without the
humidity.
Orthopaedic Support
The combination of Pocket Springs with our specialist foam creates a
sumptuous and supportive mattress. Allowing your hips and shoulders to sink
into the foam, giving you a soft cushioned feel, while the individually responsive
pocket springs support your spine and joints to the exact contours of your body
keeping you perfectly aligned and letting you wake up feeling supple, ache-free
and revitalised! Ready for another day at sea!
6
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Top of the Range
Pocket Sprung

Luxury Top Quilting
DRY-Mat®
Breather Channels
Memory Foam
Individual
Pocket Springs
Protective Foam Base

Air-Flow Marine+ Construction. Only key layers shown

Humidity-Dispersing Layers
Ship Shape Mattress’s unique Air-Flow Marine+® incorporates DRY-Mat® the
market leading anti-condensation breathing underlay with multiple layers of
memory foam incorporating key breather channels. As you sleep and perspire
the DRY-Mat allows your body and bedding to breath while the breather
channels actively remove the humid air away from your body, leaving you fresh,
cosy, comfortable and fully supported.
Marine Innovation
Designed specifically for the marine environment; the pocket springs
are marinized to prevent rust, the breather panel and rubberised
breathable base allow humid air to escape laterally. Tapered sides
against the hull and foam encapsulation allow for a precise fit without
chaffing against the hull.

“We believe it doesn’t get better than this!
Our MD even sleeps on this mattress at home!”
Price Range

£££

Removable
Covers

Orthopaedic
Support

Breather
Channels

Reinforced
Sides
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Hydro-Pocket Sprung Mat
Home Comfort Afloat
�

Orthopaedic Support

�

Tailored Individual Comfort

�

Designed for Marine Use

�

Domestic Comfort On Board

Our Custom Hydro-Pocket Sprung Mattresses are designed to give home comfort
on board - why settle for any less than you would expect at home.
Individually responsive pocket springs eliminate ‘roll together’ and allow different
weight and sized people to comfortably sleep side by side without feeling each
others movements and equally supportive the differing body shapes.
The pocket springs move in
isolation, allowing your
bodies key pressure points to
sink in to different depths,
keeping your spine perfectly
aligned in your optimum
sleeping position for a
comfortable and relaxing
nights sleep, night after night.

Price Range

8

££

Removable
Covers

Orthopaedic
Support

Reinforced
Sides
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Home Comfort

Designed with marine use in mind, our marinised springs won’t rust, and the
edges are foam encapsulated to allow a precise fit for any shape, curve or
angle and prevent chafing against the hull.

“We are delighted with our new
mattresses. A perfect fit and so
comfortable. We've had our best
night sleep aboard for a year.
Customer service at Shipshape
Bedding is excellent.”
- Mrs Waddell, Catamaran

Foam encapsulation - Hydro-Pocket Sprung mattress

Our best-selling Hydro-Pocket Sprung mattresses is available in a range of
firmnesses to suit all body types and comes as standard with a built-in reflex foam
topper for that soft, cosy, sink-in feeling.

“The mattress fitted beautifully and the quality of your work force is something that
the company should be proud of. I left the boat show wanting a mattress that would
at least fit a bit better than my current one. When you look at the photo's you will
see that it fits like a glove and the quality was even better than the one I looked at at
the show. Thank you so much. I am letting other boaters know
- Mr Corcoran, Filmar Wave Runner

”
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Air-Flow Marine+® Mattre
The Most Breathable & Comfortable Foam Mattress
Designed for the Marine Environment!
3D Independent Pocket Foam Core:
�

Adapts to your Personal Profile

�

Gives Orthopaedic Contoured Support & Pressure Relief

�

Ensures Motion Isolation from your Sleeping Partner

Yacht and Motor Boat bed construction doesn’t allow
sufficient air to circulate and escape vertically down;
unlike a domestic bed. The result can be hot, sweaty
nights. Our new and improved, patent pending, AirFlow Marine+ foam core mattress gives you unrivalled
breathability for a fresh and revitalising nights sleep,
even on the muggiest of nights.
Combined with the latest 3D foam technology which gives the ultimate support
and pressure relief, contouring to your body shape; significantly improving the
quality of your sleep. The Air-Flow Marine+ is the only Marine Foam Mattress of
it’s kind!

Price Range

10

£££

Removable
Covers

Orthopaedic
Support

Breather
Channels

Anti-Roll
Sides

10
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Top of the Range
Foam Core

Our innovative Marine+®
design incorporates
specifically designed
layers to create the
most breathable marine
foam mattress!
3D Independent Pocket Foam Core - Our cutting-edge 3D Independent Pocket
Foam adapts to your unique profile, giving you tailored orthopaedic support and
keeping your body in the optimum alignment for a highly comfortable nights
sleep - ensuring you awake feeling relaxed and rejuvenated.
DRY-Mat® - Our best selling DRY-Mat encases the foam on three sides, creating
an Air-Flow layer between the body and the cold or warm bed; keeping you warm
on cold nights and cool on warm ones, and allows personal humidity to disperse
away from the body, ensuring optimal temperature and humidity all night long.
Integrated Breather Channels - Encourage the air to flow laterally away from the
sleepers and out of the breather panels dispersing the humid air.
Breather Panel - This stylish navy breather panel allows the mattress to breath
Anti-Roll Profiled Sides - A firmer grade foam edging keeps you in place even in
the roughest seas! Profiled to match the exact curve of your hull for a precise fit.
Luxury Removable Cover
DRY-Mat®Humid Air Dispersal
Breather Channels
Breather Panel
3D Independent
Pocket Foam Core
*Only key layers shown

Firm Anti-Chafe Base
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Reflex Multi-Foam
Graduated Comfort Layers

Sumptuous Foam

�

Multi-Layered for Tailored
Comfort & Support

�

Ideal for areas of low
headroom without
compromising comfort

�

Integrated Cushioning Topper

Our Multi-Foam Mattresses are made from specialist Marine Reflex foam
which is highly durable, breathable, comfortable and light weight. These are
ideal for height restricted cabins without compromising on comfort.
Unlike our standard single foam mattresses, we offer tailored
comfort levels - allowing you to combine firmnesses to meet your
needs. Our Reflex-Duo offers firm support with a softer top layer for
comfort. Or upgrade to the Reflex-Trio which has graduated layers
of comfort allowing you to slowly sink into the mattress yet remain
supported for the best nights sleep on a low profile, light weight
mattress!

Price Range

££
Removable
Covers

Light
Weight

Sumptuous top layer

Layered
Comfort

Cushioning Mid-Layer
12
Supportive Foam Base

12
Reflex-Trio Foam Mattress
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Reflex Single Foam
Light Weight, Low Cost

Great for
Weekends

Reflex Foam is a specially designed mattress foam which is highly breathable
and, unlike memory foam, does not retain body heat and humidity - making it
ideal for marine use where cabins do not have the same ventilation as a
domestic setting.
Flex
ible!
� Light Weight

�

Low Profile

�

Highly Durable
Price Range

Removable
Covers

Light
Weight

£
Our Reflex ‘Single Foam’ mattresses can be made to Soft, Medium or Firm
densities and it’s lightweight and flexible construction allows it to fit through
tight access areas in one piece without needing to be split.
It can be made to any depth so cabins with low headroom are not an issue and
for racing yachts, the lightweight foam does not add too much additional bulk.
This affordable and highly durable option is ideal for weekends away or those
looking to update their cabin on a budget.

Hand Made in the UK

Precision Made
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Mattress Options & Upgrades
Comfort
Built in Topper - A Memory Foam or Reflex Foam topper adds extra ‘sink in’
comfort layer to the top of your mattress
Breather Panel or Vents - A side mesh breather panel is standard on our AirFlow Marine+ mattresses while side breather vents are standard on pocket
sprung mattresses
Built in DRY-Mat - an internal top layer of DRY-Mat helps draw humid air away
from you. Ideal for hot nights and standard on our Air-Flow Marine+ mattresses.
Custom Fitted Bedding - No more struggling to put on your sheets with our
custom shaped bed linen. See page 17 for more details.

Style
Fabric - We have a wide range of fabrics to choose from including highly
breathable materials, waterproof fabrics and the choice of colours is vast!
Hand Tufting - Tufting or ‘buttoning’ gives your mattress a luxurious, quilted
finished look but can restrict the removal of covers for washing.

Function
Top Edge Piping/Binding - helps to strengthen the seams of your mattresses.
For your comfort, we only ever put piping along the OUTER edges of your bed not along the centre on split mattresses!
Side Handles - Handles to easily lift your mattress to access your lockers.
Anti-Roll Sides - A firm edging creates an anti-roll side to your mattress,
keeping you in place even on the roughest seas!
DRY-Mat Underlay - A must-have to protect your new mattress from damp,
mildew and condensation that builds up under your mattress on solid bases.
Butterfly Side Supports - Strengthening supports are used in the areas where
you sit on the edge of the bed to ensure your mattress is durable and longlasting.
14
14
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Anti-Condensation Underlay
Protects your Mattresses and
Cushions by:

V:\4) Images - Documents\2) Phot...\edited.Spp

�Stops Condensation Build-Up
�Restricts Damp, Mould &
Mildew and Musty Odours
�Quick & Easy to Fit
�Performs Better than Slats
�Britain's Best Selling AntiCondensation Underlay

DRY-Mat is the easiest and most effective
way to combat condensation and damp
under your mattress and the must odours.
DRY-Mat is a mattress underlay, made up of
thousands of micro-springs which create a
layer of ventilation between your mattress
and the bed base. This allows the warm air
to circulate, stopping the build-up of
condensation and damp.
DRY-Mat has none of the disadvantages of
slats, is cost effective, and takes just 5
minutes to fit.
The results are astounding!

For more information on why DRY-Mat is Britains No.1 anti-condensation layer,
visit our website www.ShipShapeBedding.co.uk
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Mattress Toppers
A 'Topper' is used on top of your existing boat mattresses or cushions to add
depth and comfort.
Our custom made toppers can be made to any shape and size, and come with
removable, washable covers. This can be a cost effective way to improve the
comfort of your existing mattresses and are ideal for convertible saloons which
are also used as beds.
V:\4) Images - Doc...\IMG_0426.JPG

Breather
Channels

Comfort

Price Range

£££

Marine+® Memory Foam
Our top of the range topper, the Marine+
gives you the comfort of Memory Foam
without the humidity. Perfect for winter and
hot summer nights. The additional breather
channels and DRY-Mat® layer within this
topper allows air to flow, dramatically
reducing the humidity and giving you a
comfortable and fresh nights sleep.

Reflex Plus
Our highly supportive Reflex foam combined
with integrated breather channels increases
comfort and support without compromising
on breathability. Body heat is funnelled away
from you leaving you cool and comfy. Ideal for
stuffy cabins and uncomfortable mattresses.
V:\4) Images -...\IMG_9846.JPG

Comfort

16

Price Range

£

Breather
Channels

Comfort

Price Range

££

Reflex Foam
This cost effective topper is made of specialist
Marine Reflex foam. A 2” layer of this supportive
covered foam on your bed will significantly
increase the comfort of a firm mattress and
prevent it from ‘bottoming out’.
Also available in Memory Foam
16
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Shaped Bedding

Fitted Sheets • Duvets & Covers • Mattress Protectors • & More!
We also offer a full range of specially shaped bedding for your cabins.
Our ready-made range is kept in stock all year and fits 90% of boat beds and
includes fitted sheets, mattress protectors, duvets and covers. You no
longer need to struggle with hard to make beds and messy cabins.
For more unusually shaped beds, we can custom make your bedding using
our standard fabrics for just £10 more!

� Easy to Make Beds
� Increased Comfort
� Neat & Tidy Cabins
� Machine Washable
Shaped Duvets
& Covers

� Shapes & Sizes to Fit all Beds!

Fitted Sheets

Mattress Protectors

Custom Bedding

Our custom made bedding is
handmade to your exact
dimensions, ensuring a perfect
fit no matter the shape and size.
Call us today to discuss your
requirements.

Please visit
www.ShipShapeBedding.co.uk
to see our full range, or call our
friendly, helpful advisors on
03704 464 233
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Renew • Refresh • Add Value •

Saloon and seating upholstery - made to measure cushions and covers
in a wide variety of fabrics and designs.
Complete New Cushions
Our lightweight yet supportive foam
cushions are the perfect choice for
comfortable and practical seating.
Custom made to any size, shape and
depth.
Complete with covers in your choice of
design from our wide fabric range there is something to suit every taste
and style!

We can upholster all types of seating including saloon settees and chairs, chart
table seats, cabin seating, and seat backs - both removable and fixed.
Our team of upholsterers
work to the highest
standard, creating tailor
made seating to meet your
exact specifications.
Whether you want a whole
new look or just a refresh of
your existing interior - we
offer an affordable bespoke
service from start to finish.

18
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Improve Comfort • Hardwearing Covers

Re-Foaming
Re-foam your cushions for more
comfortable and supportive
seating.
Flat, lifeless cushions are common
in well-used boats and replacing
them can give a whole new lease
of life to your seating, increase the
re-sale value and make life a lot
more comfy!

Re-Covering
Replace the covers on your existing
cushions to update worn, stained
covers or for a brand new look.
Our covers are made in a choice of
fabrics and are removable for easy
cleaning.

Our wide range of fabrics and detailing
such as profiling, piping, non-slip and
tufting , means we can make your
cushions exactly how you want.
For more information, please call our
knowledgeable advisors on
03704 464 233
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Highest Quality • Ligh

Refresh your deck cushions for comfortable seating and a fresh new
look on board.
Custom made in a range of stunning outdoor fabrics, we can make
deck cushions to any shape and size and finished to your exact
requirements.
Our specialist range of Waterproof Fabrics keep your cushions dry and prevent
them from becoming heavy and water logged along with many other benefits:
Waterproof
UV Resistant
Stain Resistant
Easy-Clean
Anti-Bacterial
Breathable
Wide Range of Designs

Our deck cushions are lowmaintenance, highly comfortable
and long lasting!
Marine Reflex Foam for comfort
and support combined with
specialist, waterproof, removable
covers for easy cleaning makes our
deck cushions ideal for life on
board.
20
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ht Weight • Comfortable • Hardwearing

All of our deck cushions are
handmade so we can produce
any shape, size and design to
suit you. You can be sure that
we use the best quality materials
so that your new deck cushions
are practical, stylish and durable.

Spend more time relaxing on
deck without the hassle of trying
to dry damp seating - time on
board should be fun and
enjoyable, not a chore!

“A big thank you for our stunning cockpit cushions. Just perfect! It was a
pleasure doing business with you. Nothing was too much trouble. The help
you provided - choosing material, style, making up the template, arranging
delivery to suit us - was exemplary. When we are in the market for
replacement cabin cushions, you will be our first call! ”
- Mrs Maylor, Grand Soleil 46.3

Call us today to discuss your requirements, we are always happy to
provide advice on the best solution for you and your boat.
Call us on 03704 464 233
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Testimonials
“We dreaded changing our boat mattress as we could foresee difficulties at every
turn. However, after meeting the team at the Boat Show our concerns disappeared.
We received absolutely brilliant service: the process was stress-free and seamless at
all stages, with fast production and good
communication from very helpful staff. Quality of the
product was first class. If only all suppliers and
contractors were like this. I have no hesitation in
recommending this company to others
- Mrs Carr, Birchwood TS31

”

“The new mattresses arrived yesterday and we
installed them in the cabin. They fitted
perfectly, so the brown paper template worked
well, and so good to have a mattress protector
and bottom sheet that actually fitted the
mattress! Boat mattresses are always funny
shapes ..... Last night was our first night on the
new bedding, and it was great - a very good nights sleep, so thank you. And I would like
to say how helpful your staff are when calling with queries in the process before
committing to the purchase. But their confidence gave me confidence that the process
would work and that the product would be
good. Also the delivery to my marina in
Valencia worked very well, arrived on the
day that was promised which was a great
help. No regrets! - Mr Bolle-Jones, Dehler 46

”

“Thank You so much for the care taken with producing our
new mattress. We have now spent several nights on board.
We can only say that every nights sleep has been bliss.
The fit is perfection and the care taken to work the
mattress around our hauser pipe is very impressive
We are extremely happy and impressed with your product.

”

22

- Roger Teague, Heard 28
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How To Make A Template
100% Perfect Template in Just 10 Minutes!
Follow our easy guide below. Making a template our way is
the best way to ensure your mattress is made to a perfect fit.

1: Remove your old
mattress/cushions

See Video
Instructions
Online

2: Cover entire base with 3: Crease around edges
paper (join together so
with fingers - this is
template is in one piece*) imperative for a perfect fit

5: Cut-out and lay back on 6: Mark your name,
4: Draw around the
crease with a marker pen bed to ensure a good fit number, location of split
(make adjustments as and order details on the
HINT: To stop the paper moving cut
required, adding or
top surface
holes in the paper and tape over
them to hold it to the boards under!
removing paper)
If you have sloping sides against the hull use
our handy ruler on the back of this leaflet to
measure vertically from the edge of the bed
base to the height of mattress you want (e.g. 7”
for most pocket sprung mattresses). Use a tape
measure to measure the distance, out to the
hull, at this height. Write this onto the
template, and repeat at each corner and 2 or 3
times along the angled side
*If mattress is to be split, mark location of split onto template, do not cut!
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Marine+ 7.5”

Call
7” +44 (0) 3704 464 233

Pocket
Sprung
Range
6” - 8”

Speak to our friendly

knowledgeable advisors
Online at
www.ShipShapeBedding.co.uk

7”

(7”standard)

6” Email to
info@ShipShapeBedding.co.uk

6”

Our friendly, knowledgeable advisors have
many years experience in both the marine and
5” mattress industries and are always happy to
discuss your requirements

Reflex
MultiFoam
Range
4”- 6”

5”

(5” standard)

4”

Pick up our other leaflets to see
our full Galleyware and Bedding
ranges.

3”

3”

2”

4”

Ship Shape World Ltd,
Ludham Road Business Park,
Catfield, Norfolk, NR29 5PY

2”

Nationwide Service
Tel: +44 (0) 3704 464 233
Email: info@ShipShapeBedding.co.uk

1”

1”
www.facebook.com/ShipShapeBedding

See website for terms & conditions

www.ShipShapeBedding.co.uk
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24

